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 ● Eulenberg score of VERDI: Messa da Requiem  [ISBN 978-3-7957-6918-5] 

 ● Recording of the Verdi Requiem 

 ● Preparatory information work with class regarding: 

 ▪ the musical and stylistic conventions of the Romantic era

 ▪ the development of religious choral music, 1800-1890

 ▪ Verdi’s musical style

 ▪ analyses of the sections required for study

 

These notes are intended to assist music teachers in their preparation and delivery 

of the set work. They are offered as outline guidance, and contain suggestions as 

to the necessary musical content and background for study, but are not meant to be 

an exhaustive resource. The information includes the analyses, and some additional 

questions have also been included to support further research and extended 

understanding. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The following materials are essential for use with this resource:
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THE MAIN STYLISTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ROMANTIC MUSIC  

 The meaning of Romantic as applied to the music of the 19thC is not straightforward to 

define. It was a complex situation, including individual styles with musical elements in 

common. Difficult to define because earlier composers had also demonstrated tendencies 

of the time associated with the description. Early sources of the musical style were to be 

seen in Beethoven’s 5th and 9th symphonies, Mozart’s Don Giovanni and Magic Flute 

and Haydn’s Creation and Seasons.  Composers such as Beethoven, Weber and even 

Schubert bridged the transition from the Classical era to the Romantic.

Nevertheless, guidelines for student understanding and an overall appreciation are 

straightforward, though it is possible to offer only a brief outline and some suggestions here 

in the Teachers’ Notes. 

It is generally accepted that the Romantic era offers music that was inspired by literature, 

history, nature and human emotion. Heine wrote: ‘Classical art had to express the finite....

romantic art had to represent the infinite and the spiritual’. Romantic composers were no 

more versatile or powerful than Mozart or Bach, but almost all of them experienced a wider 

general culture, as musicians were welcomed in literary and artistic circles. The political 

situation after the Napoleonic Wars had their effect in many areas of society, and while 

scientists were trying to explain the universe and its mechanics, music and literature were 

reflecting a reaction to the rationalism of the previous century. (Of all the social changes 

related to music, however, the eventual decline of the old system of patronage was 

probably the most important).
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General characteristics of Romantic music

• Early Romantic composers included Schubert and Mendelssohn, and more 

characteristically, Schumann, Chopin and Weber. Later stages of Romanticism are 

reflected in the work of Wagner, Liszt and Berlioz. Other notable composers from this era 

included Tchaikovsky, Dvorak, Smetana, Verdi and Brahms.

• Structures – a more personal expression of emotion was evident, and a greater freedom 

of form and design was seen. Formal distinctions between the movements of the 

symphony began to breakdown.

• Closer links with the other arts gave rise to programme music i.e. the symphonic poem, 

the programme symphony and the concert overture.

• Further organization and unity brought to compositions in the use of recurring themes, 

often developed and transformed i.e. idée fixe (Berlioz), leitmotif (Wagner) thematic 

transformation/metamorphosis of theme (Liszt).

• More variety in the ‘types’ of music i.e. short songs and piano pieces, to multi-movement 

orchestral works, song-cycles, extended and spectacular music dramas. The shorter 

pieces were excellent vehicles for Romantic lyricism.

• Expansion of the orchestra, improvement in various instruments notably brass; the 

orchestral palette was extremely rich and colourful, capable of massive dramatic 

contrasts, capable of both power and extreme delicacy in musical expression.

• Emphasis on the virtuosic (particularly pianists and violinists); range and power of the 

piano increased as the instrument continued to evolve (e.g. greater use of pedals gave 

new opportunity in terms of sonority).

• Textures include many contrasts, influenced by past homophonic and contrapuntal 

styles, capable now of wider range in terms of pitch, tone-colour and dynamics. 

Composers more at home with harmonic resources – counterpoint was less natural to 

many composers of the period.

• More emotive and less mechanical thematic material, with an emphasis now on lyrical 

melodic substance; the melody became more expressive, enriched through expressive 
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dynamic nuance; note the clear definition of melodic substance through use of 

soloinstruments – and an exploitation of the unexploited registers of the instruments.

• Harmonic exploration evident: already noted in some works by Beethoven, composers 

include unexpected and adventurous modulations, chords are increasingly complex, 

bold and chromatically inflected – often with harmonic functionality, some of which was, 

however, more ambiguous. Sense of tonality beginning to breakdown in the work of 

some (Wagner), where the use of dissonance obscured the sense of key and melodic 

phrasing which avoided regular key-defining cadences. The new generation of Romantic 

composers started to turn their backs on previous functional harmony and the sense of 

key relations.

• Growth of Nationalism in the works of certain composers, seen as a reaction against 

German influences in music.

• Commercialism flourished in music with the freer markets and state support (commercial 

concerts, the opera, the travelling virtuoso, the music critic / journalists/ education in 

music became far more widespread, and printed music become more widely available).

VERDI

• For about 50 years after Donizetti, Italian music was dominated by the music of Guiseppi 

Verdi (1813-1901). His career was interesting and distinguished – undeniably one of the 

longest in music history, from just after 1842 until the end of the century

• His musical ability was recognised and encouraged from a young age, securing the 

patronage of Antonio Barezzi, a successful merchant who was later to become his 

father-in-law. Though unsuccessful in his admission to the Milan Conservatory in 1832, 

he studied privately with the composer Vicenzo Lavigna, and later was to return to 

Busseto (his birthplace) to become the town’s ‘maestro di musica’. But he was ambitious, 

and eventually he was to achieve recognition and fame with the success of Nabucco 

(1842), both in Italy and throughout the world.

• Almost all Verdi’s works were written for the stage spanning from 1839-1893. His works 

included Otello and Falstaff, perhaps the two finest operas ever to have come from Italy.
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• He did not experiment with new ideas – rather, he developed and refined the aims and 

techniques of the genre. Verdi devoted himself to refining a style in which the drama and 

the music were entirely complementary. He was said to have brought Italian opera to ‘a 

peak of perfection never since surpassed’ (Grout).

• His musical views seemed to be coloured by his concern to protect the heritage of his 

native Italy. He wholeheartedly supported the nationalist traits vital to Italian music, 

and did not approve of the ‘German’ influence noted in the work of the younger Italian 

composers. He began his career as a writer of Italian operas in the traditional manner 

of recitative, aria and ensemble numbers. His patriotism was evident in parts of his 

music, and some of his early operas were interpreted by Italian audiences as patriotic 

expressions. His name became somewhat of a patriotic symbol “Viva Verdi” stood for 

“Viva Vittorio Emanuelo Rè D’Italia!” (Long live Victor Emanuel, King of Italy.

• In a time when Romanticism emphasized nature and mythological symbolism, Verdi kept 

closely to the ideal of opera as human drama.  His interest was in humanity; his attitude 

towards nature was completely unsentimental. He was to become a wealthy landowner, 

interested in agriculture and building, concerned about the welfare of his labourers, 

tenant-farmers and land-workers. He did not share the ‘romanticized’ view of nature 

evident in the works of some of the other famous composers of the time.

• Undoubtedly, melodic invention was one of his greatest gifts, and his use of orchestration 

emphasized the colours of solo instruments, with brass often a notable feature. His 

treatment of characterization was absolutely central to his operatic style, and musical 

elements were utilized with imagination so as to be relevant to the context.

• He revered Beethoven above all other composers but was also influenced by Donizetti, 

Bellini, Rossini, and learnt much from the harmony and orchestration of Meyerbeer – but, 

as with many other composers, he assimilated all influences to create his own musical 

style, though proceeded along the traditionalist route, always taking into account the 

primary importance of the voice and the need for a good libretto. Says Boyden: “It is a 

tribute to the strength and integrity of Verdi that he was one of the few who managed to 

avoid speaking Wagner’s language”.
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Verdi once said of himself: 

“I am not a learned composer, but I 
am a very experienced one.”

• OUTPUT: mainly operas, including Nabucco, Rigoletto, Il Trovatore, La Traviata, Les 

Vêpres Siciliennes, Simon Boccanegra, Un Ballo in Maschera, La Forza del Destino, 

Don Carlos, Aida, Otello, Falstaff.

Verdi’s religious choral works include the Messa da Requiem (1874), Pater noster (1880), 

Four Sacred pieces (1898) Ave Maria, Laudi alla Vergine Maria,Te deum and Stabat mater.

Though these works are of a religious nature, unlike many of his contemporaries he was 

not a religious man; nevertheless he produced music that continues to speak powerfully to 

those of a religious and devout nature. Only the Requiem has held a significant position in 

the history of choral music.

Verdi dealt with the religious ‘story’ – one of human issues and emotions. Even in his operas 

he convincingly presented characters which were deeply religious.

In his requiem, he portrays anger and terror (whereas most masses would be reverent). 

His sacred music inspires both faith – and fear; Verdi understood the emotion, and the 

storytelling, and herein lay his strength. As Tovey said “The language of the theatre was 

Verdi’s only musical idiom’ and “It is as unlike any other Requiem as its text permits. There 

is not a trace of Mozart; and its theatrical language only accentuates its utter remoteness 

from the spirit of Berlioz’s Requiem”.
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Religious Choral Music (1800-1890) - some suggestions for general listening re. 
religious works during the period set for study:

Beethoven Mass in C major (1807), Missa Solemnis (1819-23)
Berlioz Te Deum (1849), L’Enfance du Christ (1853/4), Requiem (1837)
Brahms Requiem (1865-8)
Schubert 6 masses inc. no. 2 in G major (1815), no. 6 in E♭ major (c.1828)
Mendelssohn Elijah (1846), St Paul (1834-6)
Liszt Missa Choralis (1859-65), Hungarian Coronation Mass (1867)
Bruckner Wrote at least 7 masses inc. D minor, E minor and F minor (all written 

during the 1860s)
Gounod St.Cecilia Mass (1854/5), Ave Maria (1859)
Puccini Messa di Gloria (1880)
Rossini Petite messe solennelle (1863/4), Stabat mater (1831 rev. 1841)
Faure Requiem (1887-90)
Dvořák Requiem (1890)

Musical Style

Verdi was essentially more Classical than Romantic in spirit; he cared about continuity 

and the dramatic line. During his life he devoted himself to composing opera, concerning 

himself with the challenges the genre presented, and eventually achieving a style in which 

the drama and the music were complementary. As has already been mentioned, throughout 

his career he was influenced by Donizetti, Bellini, Rossini, Berlioz, and Beethoven, and 

Mayerbeer influenced the operas composed for Paris. It has been always acknowledged 

that ‘the primary importance of the voice and the necessity of a good libretto’ (Boyden) were 

the most important factors of Verdi’s developed musical thinking and style.

In terms of structure, it is possible to identify the ‘typical’ characteristics of the Verdi opera 

in the usual ensembles, recitatives and arias etc., with ballets and dances included in the 

operas written for Paris. Within the stanzas (libretti) for his operas, Verdi generally followed 
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a procedure of setting the initial presentation of say, two four-line verses by favouring a 

pattern of 16 bars where each line of text lasted for two bars. The initial two bars would be 

repeated then followed by contrasting material before either a return to the initial idea, or a 

step further with new material, taking the music forward. Such structures were used a-plenty 

in his early and middle operas. The text of the Dies Irae is in verse, but the structure differs 

from the poetry set in his operas: the stanzas have fixed accents on every other syllable, 

which meant that Verdi needed to address the problem of writing cadences which avoided 

faulty declamation. He did this by stressing the penultimate syllable, and limiting the 

final, unstressed syllable to a shorter note-value. The text of the Requiem was certainly a 

challenge for Verdi, as all the movements were in prose...except for the Dies Irae.

The WJEC specification demands analysis of the first six sections of the Dies Irae:

Dies Irae – common time, G minor → C minor (90 bars)

Tuba Mirum – common time, C minor → V of D minor (71 bars)

Liber Scriptus – common time, D minor → G minor (includes reprise of ‘Dies Irae’ i.e.77 

+31 bars) 

Quid sum Miser – compound time 6/8, G minor (52 bars)

Rex Tremendae – common time, C minor (+ various) → C major. (61 bars)

Recordare – common time, F major (64 bars)

Verdi and melody go hand in hand. Some of his most famous opera tunes enjoyed a more 

simple lyrical expression and musical contour which captured and captivated the audiences, 

and the lack of ornamentation ensured clarity of line with expressive meaning. Nevertheless, 

the demands on singers were often substantial, with wide pitch ranges and the like. The 

sheer force of the melody grips the imagination e.g., Aida (1871) is an example of a 

romantic tale which unfolded in a series of expressive melodies. In other later operas, the 

recitative and aria tend to merge and an ‘arioso’ style was often used.

“Melodic inverntion was  
         one of Verdi’s most  

          pronounced gifts”  
                          David Boyden
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Note the occasional use of ‘remembrance’ motives: in Aida for example, it is straightforward 

to recognise the tender chromatic theme identified with the heroine, Aida, while the 

descending theme associated with the priests is in clear contrast; in Falstaff, the motif which 

accompanies the words ‘dalle due alle tre’ (from two to three) is used to tell Falstaff when 

Alice is out; the use of the aria ‘La donna è mobile’ at the end of the opera Rigoletto tells 

Rigoletto (and the audience) that it is not the Duke that has been murdered – and there is 

also an obvious use of this device with the motif which links Monterone’s curse pronounced 

on Rigoletto. Other recurring themes are used in his later operas. (Such motives were also 

seen in the works of Donizetti and Bellini). Scale-like phrases and motifs, ascending and 

descending, appear abundantly in the Requiem, with the use of chromatic phrases, the 

monotone ‘chant-like’ idea, and the head motif associated with the ‘Dies Irae’.

Verdi’s use of rhythm was at times distinctive (e.g. the martial rhythms of trumpets), and 

he worked the rhythm and harmony together to underscore the dramatic substance of 

a text. In his early style, he included elementary dance-rhythm type accompaniments to 

the arias, using repeated notes in anapaestic rhythms, but later his work demonstrated 

more complexity and imaginative expertise. Vocal ornamentation, embellishment / use of 

fermata never destroyed the underlying rhythmic sense of the music. There often emerges a 

predominance of certain patterns in a work. In the Requiem, the range of tempi is narrower 

than that to be found in his operas, being almost exclusively in common time, with the Dies 

Irae actually being one of the faster tempi. Except for the Quid sum Miser in 6/8, all the 

sections set for study are in common time. (Note the use of dotted rhythms, triplets and 

sextuplets etc., syncopation, accented crotchet movement, variety of note-values and so 

on).

Verdi’s use of harmony was interesting, and like other aspects of his musical style, 

developed over time. Whether he concerned himself with the overall tonal organisation in 

a work,  or whether he favoured the suitability of writing in keys suitable for certain voices 

is not really known – Groves states that his later style showed an ‘increasing concern of 

harmonic architecture’. Further information on this topic observes that “On the small scale....

Verdi’s harmonic movement is generally, in a minor key, to the tonic or relative major, with 

an effect of increased emotional intensity; and, in a minor key, to keys a 3rd away, achieved 
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by treating the tonic as mediant of the new key...These are common enough procedures of 

the time, as are Verdi’s other devices of diminished 7th pivots and ...chromatic sequences 

– short, repeated figurations set to climb up or down as many steps as are needed to reach 

the new key or its dominant.”

He supported the characterization in his operas through key, harmonic intensity and 

suggestion. David Boyden gives the examples in Falstaff, of the bewilderment of Ford on 

his lines ‘Is it a dream’ (unstable, augmented chords), ‘or reality’ (with a more stable, ‘real’ 

major chord.) Later works displayed a resourceful and original use of harmony, in terms of 

the progressions as much as anything i.e., common chords progressing in an uncommon 

way. His later harmonic language includes interesting use of seventh inversions, use of the 

6/4 chord, and at times non-functional harmony (cf Richard Strauss). Some of the chordal 

progressions presented in Otello are complex, and very difficult to analyse.  Other general 

observations of his harmonic workings exemplified in the Requiem include his choice of 

chord inversions, the diverse and interesting approaches to his favourite cadences, and 

bass lines which are sometimes unorthodox, but secure. He does not make significant use 

of the concluding plagal cadences associated with church music of the time (though there 

is one distinctive example at the end of the ‘Requiem aeternam’ section of the Libera me). 

Considering this was a ‘religious’ work, hardly any passages in the Requiem display the 

influence of the old church modes, and some of the chromatic chord colourings certainly 

appear ‘operatic’ in nature. Increasingly, Verdi’s use of harmony became less formal, and in 

his last works he utilised the more fluid tonal structures that were characteristic of the late 

1800s.

Roger Parker says of the Requiem:

“...the levels of purely musical connection (particularly in motivic and 
harmonic gestures) are far greater than Verdi would have deemed 
appropriate in a drama where contrast and tension between 

characters is so important as part of the effect.”
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In terms of texture – the dramatic writing for ensembles in his operas were (and still are) 

regarded as noteworthy, as different characters were brought together combining their 

different situations and opinions (Quartet in Rigoletto). Writing for the chorus was always 

effective, as they assumed importance in the operas. Mostly textures were homophonic and 

the choral numbers sung in unison were powerful.

Writing for the voices was always the main concern, with the music supported and 

accentuated by the accompanying orchestra, especially in his later style. In terms of the 

Requiem, all numbers except for ‘Quam Olim Abrahae’ are for choruses, and the fugues 

in the Requiem fall clearly within the tradition of actual church music. The presence of 

counterpoint in the Requiem was a reminder of Verdi’s student days – he said “...in the 

three years spent with [Lavigna] I did nothing but canons and fugues....No-one taught me 

orchestration or how to treat dramatic music.”

Verdi’s orchestration displays his ability to emphasize the individual instrumental families 

and solo working, with his love of brass being a distinctive feature in many scores. He 

continually experimented with various permutations to achieve the effect he wanted to 

create, and his works show a real feeling for the orchestra. Contrary to the orchestration of 

his earlier style which was generally simple (even basic), in his later works the orchestra 

became more important in characterising the text as he continued to develop his feeling 

for orchestral colour as a dramatic resource and demonstrating greater skill and finesse 

in his handling of instruments. Gradually the combinations of instruments became more 

imaginative and varied.

Verdi insisted on a wide range of dynamics to further support emotion and characterisation 

from the softest pppp – to the extremes of loudness from the entire orchestra. He utilised 

many variations and combinations of control in this respect.
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The Requiem – background information

{The preface to the Eulenberg score includes a brief explanation of the background 

circumstances of this composition.}

The Requiem was composed in memory of Alessandro Manzone (1785 -1873), who was an 

Italian novelist greatly admired by Verdi. The work was composed between December 1873 

and March 1874. The first performance was given in Milan, in the Chiesa di San Marco in 

May, 1874 which was the first anniversary of Manzoni’s death, and in fact, the work was at 

one time known as the ‘Manzoni Requiem’. It is usually performed within a concert rather 

than liturgical setting. Few compositions offer the thrill of wonderful symphonic writing with 

the virtuosic and dramatic demands of an opera in the same way as this work. At first it was 

criticized by some as being too operatic in style for the subject matter: the theatrical nature 

of the Requiem was a matter of debate even prior to the first performance, when Hans von 

Bülow described it as an “opera in ecclesiastical dress”.  Later, most agreed that the music 

displayed ‘fluent invention, beautiful sound effects and charming vocal writing’. Throughout 

the work, Verdi uses vigorous rhythms, sublime melodies, and dramatic contrasts—much 

as he did in his operas—to express the powerful emotions engendered by the text, but 

overall it lacks the vocal contrasts of the typical Verdian drama; there is much chorus work 

(typical of church music), frequent contrapuntal writing, the reminders of the Gregorian 

chant, and a lack of differentiation between the soloists as individuals. The work therefore 

encompasses a number of stylistic elements that are indebted to the tradition of sacred 

music, but at the same time, it cannot be said to meet the demands of the liturgy. However, 

the work stands firmly alongside Haydn’s masses and Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis as a 

work which must take its place in the liturgical repertoire of the nineteenth century (for what 

there was). Stylistically, the Requiem illustrates the culmination of everything he had learnt 

as a composer of opera.
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The following general information from the AS notes on religious music are also 
applicable here, as a reminder of the genre.

Peter Gutmann said:

“...more than a few critics have hailed the Requiem as Verdi’s finest opera” 

– and –

“Of Verdi’s primary models, Mozart had couched his Requiem in classical order, 
Cherubini had dwelled on the Offeratorium’s hope for deliverance and Berlioz had 
deployed his massive performing forces only in the intensely powerful and vivid 
Dies irae, Lacrymosa and Sanctus sections, projecting throughout the remaining 
movements a somewhat meandering overall sense of peace and contentment amid 
ingenious sonic effects (including quadraphonic placement of voices and brass). In 
contrast, Verdi’s score is intensely melodic, tightly focused and bristles throughout 
with surging passion and challenging discomfort.”

The Mass has always been considered one of the most important religious services. 
It is the central act of Catholic worship. The name ‘Mass’ comes from the final 
blessing said by the priest in Latin i.e. ‘Ite missa es’ meaning “to send out” or “Go, it 
is finished” - as Jesus sent his disciples out to the world to take his teaching to them. 
It was an important musical form for composers of the Classical period, and such 
masses involved the orchestra, soloists, and choir in a fully integrated work, utilizing 
organizational principles derived from instrumental forms. 
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The music for Verdi’s Requiem was composed for four soloists, double choir and orchestra – 

operatic forces. Verdi puts to use many of the techniques learnt when writing for the opera, 

but this work was not intended for the stage.

It is scored for the following orchestra:

Woodwind Piccolo, 3 flutes (3rd doubles on picc), 2 clarinets in A, 4 bassoons
Brass 4 horns (2 in E, 2 in A), 8 trumpets in C (4 play off-stage), 3 trombones, 

Ophicleide
Percussion Timps, bass drum
Strings Violins 1 and 2, violas, cellos, double bass

Note:    Students need to be familiar with the transposing instruments, the alto clef (used by

the viola), the tenor clef (sometimes used by the cellos and bassoons) and 

obviously, the treble and bass clefs.

The OPHICLEIDE

This is the lowest member of the family of 
keyed bugles. It played bass parts up until  
the mid-19th century, when the tuba took 
its place. This conical-bore keyed brass 
instrument is now obsolete.
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[The following information relates to some general details, and to bars 1- 446 of the 
Dies Irae]

Use of instruments 

As Tovey explains, for much of the 19th century, Italian opera presented a tradition of 

singing, with an orchestral tradition that was not of the same standing. Verdi’s orchestral 

habits, he says, ‘changed slowly....yet there are strokes of genius...’ His use of the orchestra 

(particularly in later works) was colourful, rich and eloquently controlled, with parts and 

doublings are harmonically widespread to ensure a range of sonority. He experimented with 

new instruments and combinations of instruments (e.g. Aida – with the use of long trumpets 

and the orchestration of the last scene demonstrates particularly interesting instrumental 

combinations).

The role of the accompanying orchestra in this movement is obviously to support the voices 

and reinforce the content by adding tone-colour and a further rhythmic dimension. In this 

movement set for A level study, there is much use of the full orchestra. Some ‘linking’ 

bars necessitate a reduction and often consist of scalic material played by strings; the 

separate ideas in the Mors Stupebit paint the picture of uncertainty and some delectable 

moments played by woodwind cannot fail to capture the attention. At times, the orchestra 

supports and further develops the vocal writing, but as with the operas, the vocal content 

is never swamped by the orchestration. The textural reduction in the more lyrical sections 

is appropriate and always beautifully balanced, managing to add another dimension to the 

vocal forces.

But in this particular movement, mention must be made of the brass instruments; here his 

treatment of brass is powerful, and quite individual. In the Tuba Mirum (from bar 91), there 

is an ensemble of four off-stage trumpets, usually positioned in the balcony of the theatre/

concert venue, at some distance from the rest of the orchestra. Such antiphonal positioning 

of the instruments supports the sense of distance and dramatic effect that Verdi required as 
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an opera composer; in this movement they produce the ‘call to Judgement’. (Cf: Berlioz’s 4 

sets of brass and drums in every corner of the concert-room: Berlioz wants to astound and 

amaze, Verdi wants to create the feeling of distance).

Verdi took a keen interest in the type of contribution trombones could add to his music, 

though he tended to use trombones in the old Italian way – low chords, but occasionally 

‘escaping’ with more exciting moments.

During the Romantic era, many composers took advantage of an extensive percussion 

section. Verdi made frequent use of three or even more timpani (also in Othello and 

Don Carlos); sometimes there is an additional drum – suggested by James Blades “...

if only to correct the rather frequent dissonances such as the first entry of the timpani in 

the Requiem...” Generally he was careful in his choice of notes for the timpani, and in the 

dynamic instructions for timps. (Apparently, in the autographed score of the Requiem, he 

sometimes marks the timps as pppp). Sometimes the bass drum was used to avoid tuning 

the timpani. In fact, the largest bass drum possible is associated with the Requiem (actually 

known as the Verdi Gran Cassa). In the Dies Irae, Verdi gave instruction for the skin to be 

tightened, so as to produce a ‘hard, dry, sound’. Julian Budden links these ‘hammer blows’ 

to the bass drum to the Shakespearian ‘crack of doom’, the phrase famously used by the 

playwright in his opening scene to Macbeth. Interestingly, the encyclopaedic definition is: 

‘The Crack of Doom is an old term used for the Christian Day of Judgement, referring in 

particular to the blast of trumpets signalling the end of the world in Chapter 8 of the Book 

of Revelation. A “crack” had the sense of any loud noise, preserved in the phrase “crack of 

thunder”, and ‘Doom’ was a term for the Last Judgement, as Doomsday still is”.

The inclusion of the bass drum at this point is therefore particularly pertinent – and the use 

of the timps at dramatic moments was also a favourite device (cf. use of the timps after each 

accusation of Radames in Aida, and the storm at the start of Otello).

 ● In the Dies Irae, does Verdi make demands for virtuosity in terms of the 
instrumental writing? 
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Writing for voices

When Verdi composed his Requiem, female singers were not permitted to perform in 

Catholic Church rituals - though from the outset, Verdi intended to use female singers in 

the work. In his open letter proposing the Requiem project (when it was still conceived as 

a multi-author Requiem for Rossini), Verdi wrote: If I were in the good graces of the Holy 

Father—Pope Pius IX—I would beg him to permit—if only for this one time—that women 

take part in the performance of this music; but since I am not, it will fall to someone else 

better suited to obtain this decree.” When Verdi eventually composed the Requiem alone, 

two of the four soloists were sopranos, and the chorus included female voices.

The decision to use four soloists in addition to the chorus was a clear break with tradition. 

There were no soloists in the requiem by Cherubini, while Berlioz had used a tenor for a 

part of the Sanctus. Mozart had used four soloists – but in the manner of a quartet, and only 

with the occasional solo line, and never with or against the chorus. In Verdi’s requiem, the 

soloists enjoyed long passages of music – as individuals. He wrote these solos for singers 

he knew and styled his work accordingly, creating impressive lines – demanding, varied and 

yet personal.

The vocal writing involved in this study is divided into tutti and solos, a duet, a trio, and 

quartet plus chorus, with emphasis on individuality of lines in the manner of characterisation 

rather than in mechanical or overly complex fugal textures. The choral writing often has a 

compact block-like structure and there are some a cappella lines which are most effective.

Roberta M. Marvin observes:

“The musical style of the Requiem differs in significant ways from Verdi’s operas, as the 

composer himself implied when he commented on the manner in which the work music be 

performed: ‘one must not sing this Mass as one sings an opera, and therefore the coloriti 

[phrasing, attacks, dynamics] that may be good for the theatre will not be to my liking at all.’”
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[Remember:

Syllabic text setting – when each syllable of the word is given a note.

Non-syllabic / melismatic text setting – when a single syllable of text is stretched over 

different musical pitches, or notes. ]

ANALYSIS

DIES IRAE

This is a unique Latin hymn which describes the ‘Day of Judgement’. Verdi’s setting of the 

text is profoundly effective and emotive, demonstrating an excellent command of word-

painting and orchestration. This is the longest and most complex movement of the Requiem.

He may indeed have been indebted to Berlioz, as the work is also deeply moving and 

dramatic (cf. Dies Irae – Berlioz). This movement paints the picture of what lies ahead on 

Judgement day, and the opening is the spearhead of the work; it moves off in different 

directions, but returns to the crushing hammer blows of the bass drum and the power of the 

full orchestra, featuring the brass.

How else does Verdi achieve the anger and terror for the movement? Again we note 

unrelenting semiquavers, syncopated rhythms, brass fanfares, the Allegro agitato instruction 

and a heavy reliance on homophonic textures – and like Mozart, diminished harmonies 

are again used to enhance the feeling of gravity and agitation. The rhythmic insistence and 

choice of harmonies all add to the growing sense of menace. This makes quite literal the 

destruction of the world on that “day of wrath.” (The composer actually directed that the 

bass drum be stretched very tight, so that its off-beat strokes will sound short and powerful.) 

Echoing trumpets (some off-stage), forecast the Judge’s arrival, and the distinctive and 

threatening choral repetitions of “Dies irae” punctuate the solo bass’s description of the 

Judgement. Verdi (unlike Mozart and Berlioz) actually set this section as one continuous 
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movement, and the opening strokes and cries of doom return twice during its gestation, 

making the following pleas for salvation all the more poignant.

The words:

Dies Irae dies illa This day this day of wrath
solvet saeclum in favilla shall consume the world in ashes
teste David cum Sibylla as foretold by David and the Sibyl
Quantus tremor est futurus What trembling there shall be
quando judex est venturus when the Judge shall come
cuncta stricte discussurus to weigh everything strictly

[The translation has been taken from the Eulenberg score, for consistency.]

The opening section is written for chorus and full orchestra, and is in the key of G minor. It is 

labelled Allegro agitato and is in common time, (minim = 80).

Bars 1 – 20

Says Tovey: “The Dies Irae begins with the most naïve passage in the whole work, a passage 

which recurs on several later occasions, and which is always developing with great breadth”.

The music begins with four G minor root position chords played ff by the full orchestra. This 

is a 10 bar passage (2+ 2+ 4+2). The rapid scalic semiquavers are heard descending in 

piccolo,s and clarinets (note contrary motion here as the bassoons ascend). Ideas in strings 

are mostly based on arpeggio-like ideas, moving upwards, supporting the chromatic ascent 

implied in the figuration:
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Above this, note the G minor scalic descent in woodwind followed by more detached, emphatic 

motifs:

This supports the entry of the male voices of the chorus in their chromatic ascending delivery of 

the initial text, supported (as already noted) in the orchestra:

The vocal entry here is therefore on an E flat - the submediant note of the key. The idea is a 

strongly rhythmic and chromatic anacrusis, leading emphatically towards the reaffirmation of G 

minor in all parts, bar 5. (Interestingly, this motif began on the dominant note of D in an earlier 

version of the work which Verdi later revised).

Bar 5: Entry of the female chorus. Top three lines of the chorus are in double parts, though 

not the bass. Each of the first parts sustain the note G for (just over) four bars. The 2nds in           

soprano, altos and tenors deliver the distinctive chromatic descending motive, merging into 

the triplet rhythm in bars 7 and 8, concluding with the double dotted crotchet plus semiquaver 

rhythm:
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This idea covers the pitch range of a major 6th, and is largely based around the tonic chord 

of G minor, enhanced by the chromaticism and veering towards subdominant minor harmony 

half-way through bar 7. Vocal lines are also doubled in woodwind, though the majority of the 

orchestra support with a semiquaver oscillation that emphasises the tonic, decorating with the 

lower auxiliary.

Bars 9-10: This is a two-bar descending semiquaver scalic idea that presents a sequential 

pattern. This is played by strings, though the double bass does not join until bar 10, initially 

with a dotted rhythm pattern before dissolving into semiquavers along with other parts. This 

movement is heard in octaves (monophonic).

Bar 11: A repeat of the previous 10 bar section. The only difference here is in the initial two 

bars, where the ff G minor orchestral chords are separated by those powerful ‘hammer’ blows 

on the bass drum.

For ease of analysis, this will be referred to as theme ‘A’

Noteworthy opening ideas:

 ● ff chords; (representing a heartbeat? /thunderclaps?)
 ● rapid semiquaver movement (representing a ‘fall’ to the depths?)
 ● bar 3 – first violins: G minor chord plunging two octaves to an accented lower G – 

their lowest available pitch  - another ‘fall’)
 ● dotted rhythms in trombones
 ● Very quick, short tetrachord motif (almost fanfare like)
 ● triple stopping in strings
 ● accented notes for additional emphasis
 ● chromatic movement in the choral line (and other parts)
 ● use of triplets (an idea which Rosen suggests that Verdi will ‘use again for the real 

storm in Otello).
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BARS 21 – 28

The choral parts continue with the next line of text. The basses lead the statement and the rest 
of the choir follow in syncopated fashion, with strong chordal placing within the homophonic 
texture. The harmony here tonicises D minor (note the accented 6/4 inversions of the chord on 
the 2nd beat, with its dominant minor in first inversion on the last beat).  This is a one-bar idea, 
which is repeated. The strings support with ascending arpeggios, upper woodwind remind us 
of the rapid ascending tetrachord of the opening rising to the accented 2nd beat, though the 
interval here has been extended to a 5th, with timps playing the root notes of the harmony. This 
is answered by downward arpeggio/disjunct movement in woodwind in the second half of the 
bar. Bassoon and brass double the vocal parts, and the trumpets further punctuate the heavy 
texture with a strong 3-part chord, followed by trumpets with a fanfare-type rhythm: 

The answering two-bar phrase consists of accented crotchet chords, initially with the vocal 
parts led by bass and tenors, joined by sopranos and altos on the 3rd and 4th beats, leading to a 
sustained A major chord at the start of bar 24 i.e. the dominant major (i.e., V of D minor). This 
cuts off abruptly on the short and emphasized quaver on the last beat of the bar.

Beneath this is heard a rapidly ascending scalic pattern on the A major chord heard in unison 
strings, upper woodwind, oboes and clarinets (- the last quaver rest applies to all vocal and 
instrumental parts), which gives an exciting end to the phrase:

The feeling of D minor as a tonal centre has been evident from bar 21.

Bars 25 – 28 = bars 21 – 24.
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BARS 29 – 45

Julian Budden says of this passage: “....the rhythmic symmetry is indeed ‘dissolved’ as a new 

idea takes shape, is developed in irregular sequences  and finally crystallizes into an emphatic 

consequent....based on the anguished dominant minor 9th...” [i.e. bar 46.]

There is a change of texture here, as the tenors and basses revert back to the patterning of the 

musical content of bar 5 (as at the start of the movement). In bar 29, the harmony is that of the 

tonic minor 7th due to the chromatic line; the 7th is initially heard in the bass (Dm 4/2), moving 

through a chromatic descent, without the 3rd of the chord until the final beat of bar 30 where it 

appears as an F#, while the opening motif from bar 5 is repeated at a higher pitch in sopranos. 

(There is an F natural on the first beat of the bar – harmonically, these bars could be analysed 

in a number of ways).  This is supported by ff diminished harmony - B♮, D, F and A♭). These 

bars may be heard as preparing for C minor.

In this short span, note the musical content of the vocal parts:

• the opening rhythm of theme ‘A’ is the primary idea, though the movement is not entirely 
chromatic here

• falling intervals that conclude the phrase (5th in sopranos, 8ve in bass) 
• use of the dotted minim – crotchet rhythm (previously heard in bass, bar 21) now transferred 

to tenors, and ending with a rising 3rd, thus giving contrary motion within the vocal writing
• inclusion of the dotted rhythm idea from the opening of the movement, bar 3.

The orchestral accompaniment includes syncopated chordal emphasis (in strings), supporting 

the diminished harmony (B♮ - D – F - A♭); this is a diminished chord built on the dominant minor 

9th on G, which now is set to function as dominant preparation for the tonicisation of C minor 
in bar 32. Note again the full orchestral support here (complete with timps), across a wide pitch 

span for additional effect in terms of timbre (e.g., high trills on piccolo, and accented mid-range 

chords in brass etc). In bar 32, strings splinter off into the short demisemiquaver runs, again us-

ing the tetrachord and the ‘5th interval’ scalic motif. The chromatic semiquaver ascent in wood-

wind is supported by the disjunct arpeggio movement in bassoon and low brass (trombones + 

ophicleide) – reminiscent of bar 3 idea in strings, also with a staccato repeated fanfare idea in 

trumpets (e.g. bar 32).

The second step of the sequential pattern (bar 33) again relies on diminished harmony (A – C 
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– E♭ and G♭) this time to bring B flat minor; the third step of the pattern uses the diminished 
chord of G – B♭-D♭-F♭ to bring the key of A flat minor (bar 36).

Bar 37: a conclusion is finally reached in the form of a powerful homophonic presentation of 
the text ‘solvet in favilla’ on an E major chord [= F♭ major i.e., enharmonic form of VI in A♭ mi-
nor; the chorus parts are actually notated as F♭-A♭-C♭ rather than E–G#-B], before returning to 
A flat in bar 39 – this time in the major. Repeated ‘fanfare’–type semiquavers in trumpets lead 
to the next phrase which begins in the bass of the chorus. This is a repeated chromatic idea, 
which alters course on its fourth repetition, descending ever lower to complete the phrase:

                                                     [The G♭ major chord is a bit unusual]

The music is scored for heavily accented crotchet chords (c.f. bars 23 and 27), punctuated by 

the upper three vocal parts, maintaining the repeated Gs throughout this short passage. Upper 

woodwind emphasize the dominant note of G – with the oscillating movement first noted in bar 

5. The continuing phrase presents quickly shifting harmonic content which ends with an imper-

fect cadence back into the tonic of C minor in bar 45, with an effective reduction in the accom-

panying texture (oboes, clarinets, bassoon and violas / lower strings). A rapidly ascending G 

major scale in upper woodwind and strings functions as dominant preparation, leading to:
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Bars 46 – 61

Bars 46 – 53: A further ff outcry of the ‘dies irae, dies illa’ again supported by full orchestra. This 

8-bar passage again utilizes the rhythm and feeling of the opening of theme A, presented in 4 

sets of the 2 bar idea, heard in sequential fashion. The first part of this is in C minor:

Tenors sing in close harmony (3rd below) with the soprano line, and the altos resolve upwards 

to the tonic (C). The bass part retains a pedal G throughout the first 4 bars, then move to a 

pedal D before resolving back to a G in bar 53 in support of the perfect cadence now into 

G major. [We appear to be going back into G minor (with a tierce de Picardie), but the final 

chord is, somewhat surprisingly, G7, which briefly takes us back to a tonicised C minor in the               

following bars.] Note the use of diminished harmonies, continued short rapid scalic patterns 

and the tremolo writing in string accompaniment within this strong homophonic texture.

*Also worthy of note is:

• the accented acciaccatura ornament –crotchet idea (first introduced by the brass and bas-

soons in bar 474)

• the ascending chromatic motif in bars 473-4 in the accompaniment (picc., flute, clar., trumpet) 

These are to become particularly significant later on in the movement.
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Bar 54-61: This follows the order of the previous 8 bars. There has been a re-arrangement of 

the material, as the altos now sing the soprano line, the alto line is sung in the tenor part, and 

the bass deliver the music previously sung by the tenors. The music is an octave lower in pitch 

and heard p dim., as the accompanying texture has been adjusted accordingly in support of this; 

there has been a reduction in the number of instrumental accompanying parts, and those playing 

are also lower in pitch – some significantly so; for example, the first violins are 2 octaves lower. 

The ascending semiquaver motif is scattered throughout woodwind, and sustained pedal notes 

can be identified now in double bass, horns and later bassoons, with the timps providing a pp 

timp roll throughout, with intermittent reminders of the fanfare trumpet idea also heard. The final 

observation in this re-arrangement is that the sopranos take the harmony notes previously heard 

in the bass, and deliver them in what can only be described as a chant-like style:

Bars 62 – 73

This 12-bar passage functions as a coda-type section, to complete the first part of this move-

ment. The passage is based on a continuation of the previous material, utilizing the same 

rhythms, dominant b9th and dominant 7th harmonies and the short ascending semiquaver chro-

matic motif. It is structured in 3 four-bar phrases which outline the harmonic sequence:
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Bars 75 – 91

And so begins the ‘Quantus tremor’. Here, there is a complete change of mood as the music 

is contrasting in many elements – and yet the dramatic intensity remains, created as Budden 

acknowledges through the “traditional apparatus of terror – shuddering strings, acciaccatura 

‘laments’ on the winds, fatal ‘rat-at-ats’ on the timpani.”

David Rosen elaborates on this passage which is worth repeating here:

“..the theme is transformed into a quiet staccato ‘clockwork’ version, reminiscent of the          

transformations of the opening strains of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. The transformed theme 

is accompanied by several topoi associated with terror, grace-note lament figures in the winds, 

‘shuddering strings’, and in the timpani the anapestic figures that are frequently – but by no 

means invariably – associated with death. In the first line the chorus depicts ‘tremor’ literally, with 

long pauses separating words and even syllables. This stammering ‘topos’ as we may call it, 

appears with some frequency in the Requiem. For the second and third lines, the chorus shifts 

to an ‘oracular’ declamation on repeated notes, with an exaggerated differentiation between 

the length of accented and unaccented syllables, an obsessive repetition of the same rhythmic 

pattern, and an extremely slow delivery of the text – a cross between the Commendatore in the 

2-bars based on fig x 2 bars with vocal declamation on ‘dies irae’

Phrase 1 (62-5) Diminished harmony 
above G 
(G: B♮-D-F-A♭) i.e. 
Gmin9

G7➙ (Cm/G – G7) C7 (4-3 sus) 

Sop: ppp augmentation of vocal motif on the note G

Phrase 2 (66-69) Diminished harmony 
above C
(C: E♮-G-B♭-D♭) i.e. 
Cmin9

C7➙ (Fm/C –C7) F7 (4-3 sus)

Alto: pp augmentation of vocal motif on the note C

Phrase 3 (70-73) Diminished harmony 
above F
(F: A-C-E♭-G♭) i.e. 
Fmin9

F7➙ (B♭m/F –F7) B♭ (4-3 sus)

Sop: pp augmentation of vocal motif on the note F
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second finale of Don Giovanni and Zaccaria’s opening lines in Nabucco”.

He further explains how the passage unfolds in a threefold sequence (typical of Verdi’s ritual 

scenes). 

Bar 74: The pp introduction to this stanza is four bars long; it is possible to identify the trans-

formed theme (as described above). Interestingly – the texture appears ‘thinner’ – though the 

full orchestra play. Note the unison movement in the instrumental sections, with ideas from 

theme A retained in the lower pitches (and pizz in violas and double bass), while woodwind and 

horn intercede with the ‘grace-note’ idea on the ‘off-beats’. Violins give a stuttering pp reminder 

of the oscillating figure, echoed by the cellos:

The key is E flat minor, with much reliance on the dominant note of B flat, on which we hear 

the ‘grace-note’ motif in horns and upper woodwind, as well as the short rhythmic staccato            

reminders in timps, all contributing to the overall effect.

Bar 78: Chorus entry, sotto voce, pp, - the 2nd four bar phrase in this passage. This is a dramatic 

lowering of the volume – a hushed, and intense instruction for the voices. Their declamation of 

the text is on a unison B flat and the accompanying harmonic support in the instruments is a 

repeat of bars 74-77.
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Bar 82: The second step of this sequence, now in F minor, and with the vocal rhythms adjusted 

as according to the requirements of the text. Note the dependence on dotted rhythms here.

Bar 86: The final step of the sequence, now in G minor. However, the resolution is not what is 

expected as the music shifts to the sustained chord of C minor – i.e. the subdominant minor (a 

favourite harmonic move of Verdi’s).

Bars 91 – 116

An overlap of phrasing here, as a new section begins when the previous one ends. This is         

labelled Allegro sostenuto (♩=88). What follows is an instrumental section, 26 bars in length. It 

serves the purpose of creating suspense, building the intensity and anticipation as to what will 

follow; it is an extended fanfare of the most dramatic sort. It will include the full orchestra, includ-

ing four off-stage trumpets. The similarities between this music and that of the ‘Tuba mirum’ from 

Grande messe des morts  by Berlioz is evident, i.e. in the use of:

the triplet fanfares

the antiphonal work between on-stage and ‘off’-stage brass

the repeated notes in anapaestic rhythm (i.e.,  2 short beats, a longer beat, then a pause)

[cf: Berlioz excerpt on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVpHTe5covk ]

Berlioz has built up the suggestion of grandeur and awe. However, Verdi starts quietly on a single 

note of E flat (mezzo forte, then dropping to piano with the statement by the off-stage trumpets), 

then gradually increases the intensity and feeling of intimidation by eventually increasing the 

volume, adding more instruments and speeding up the tempo and the level of rhythmic activity in 

the passage. The single E flat proves to be the dominant of the key, so what we hear is a pro-

longation of the dominant in preparation for what is to follow (E flat was the tonic in the Berlioz). 

Note the dominant minor in bar 95, moving to an incomplete (non-dominant, i.e., “decorative”) 

diminished 7th – A-[C]-E♭-G♭.] to finally establish the dominant major (E flat major) chord in bar 
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103. The harmony passes through Fm7 (♭5) in bar 105, diminished chord in bar 106, E♭7 in 107 

(with hints of the A flat minor chord in 110, anticipating the tonic to follow). The diminished 7th is 

another (chromatic) passing chord. You could even say the same about the previous chord, so 

that bars 103-110 are basically all one V (7) chord in A♭ minor. Finally, the perfect cadence in A 

flat minor is powerfully established in bar 111; labelled ‘tutta forza’ and now also with the rest of 

the brass, bassoon and ff timp rolls.  Verdi includes a variety of rhythmic ideas to fully establish 

the fanfare, with syncopation, triplet chords and rapid alternation of tonic and dominant harmo-

nies and antiphonal working of the triplet idea.

 ● What musical choices does Verdi make in order to reflect the text in this section?
 ● Describe the melodic ideas used in the ‘Dies Irae’ and consider how they may 

have been ‘transformed’ throughout this opening section.

TUBA MIRUM

The words:

Tuba mirum spargens sonum The trumpet, scattering its awful sound 
per sepulchra regionum across the graves of all lands
coget omnes ante thronum summons all before the throne
Mors stupebit et natura Death and Nature shall be stunned
cum resurget creatura when mankind arises
Judicanti responsura to render account before the judge

Bars 117 – 126

This is labelled ‘sempre animando a poco a poco’, as the bass section enter on a high D flat, the 

7th of the dominant chord of E flat i.e. the chord is in the third inversion, 4/2 position (not an easy 

note to pitch for the singers!). The line includes a strong dotted rhythmic element:
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This is accompanied by full orchestra, ff; the woodwind section play vigorous oscillating 

semiquaver sextuplets above a tenacious chromatic descent heard staccato in bassoon and 

strings. The texture is further enhanced with a sustained brass chord in bar 117, followed by 

fanfare-type dotted rhythms in the next bar. In bar 119, the harmony finally reaches A♭ mi-

nor (in 6/4 inversion), as the brass section reverts to the rhythmic pattern from the previous       

orchestral fanfare, with offstage trumpet triplets supporting the repeated soprano notes of E♭, 

which lasts in total for 8 bars. In bar 121, the bass re-enter, this time with a descending line 

that utilizes the notes of the A flat minor chord – and dotted rhythms still in evidence before 

moving onto the purposeful crotchet movement (123-4); this is still supported by brass and 

timps, with the latter two bars being accompanied by the same material heard previously in 

bars 115-6. The passage concludes on a sustained E♭7chord (in 4/2 position) – the chord with 

which this passage began - accompanied by material which reflects the opening orchestral 

content, (cf. bars 117-8).

Bars 127 – 139

This passage is introduced with a one-bar fanfare on the chord of E flat major, played by the 

off-stage trumpets only. Full orchestra returns in bar 128 on the chord of C♭ major. This could 

be another example of a move to a 3rd away in terms of the harmony (enharmonically, this 

is B major – aug. 5th away from the E flat chord). If we consider the tonality to be still in A♭ 
minor, it’s just a straightforward mediant chord, III). Triplets persist (in the manner of bar 109). 

However, this harmonic shift is soon re-addressed as bar 129 clearly returns to E♭ minor 

harmony, with the rising bass arpeggio. This is answered by similar figuration delivered by 

sopranos and altos, supported in the orchestral parts (strings, bassoons and horns), with syn-

copation evident in trumpets, trombones and timps. As tenors echo the ‘spargens sonum’ with 

the characteristic dotted rhythm and octave fall, the offstage trumpets repeat their E♭ fanfare, 

slightly re-arranged.

Bars 132-135 = 128-131 (except for the change in text).

Bar 136: There is a change of harmony here to C# minor (root position), with tenors steadily 

reiterating accented minims, following the pattern of triplets to syncopated chords is sud-

denly interrupted by full choir and orchestra with a big finish on an A major chord (3rd away 
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from the C#m chord, and holding two notes in common which acts as pivots). We previously              

established that this stanza was in the key of A♭ minor overall, and so it concludes on the   

(enharmonic) flattened supertonic of that key i.e. the Neapolitan chord. The music breaks off 

with an accented quaver on the first beat of bar 139. This is followed by a dramatic pause (- 

another favourite device of Verdi’s!). This also sets up the tonality of the next section – i.e., V 

of D minor to come (eventually).

Bars 140 – 161: MORS STUPEBIT

This is written for a Bass solo. It is labelled ‘molto meno mosso’ and scored for an accompany-

ing orchestra of woodwinds (no flute or picc.), horns, bass drum and strings. The musical con-

trast is immediately apparent, and there is a change of key signature to one flat (D minor). The 

one thing retained is the continued emphasis on the A major chord from the previous passage. 

Note the pedal of A in the basses, further emphasized by the bass drum.

As David Rosen explains:

“The bass soloist both acts out and, in the persona of a narrator, describes the amazement 

of Death. Verdi uses both of the declamatory topoi found in the ‘Quantus tremor’ stanza: the 

stammering topos is especially evident in the final chromatic descent with its threefold utter-

ance of ‘Mors’. (It is also found in Cherubini’s two Requiems, especially in the C-minor one, 

and in Berlioz’s work, though in different dialects.) Of this passage Verdi wrote ‘[There is] noth-

ing easier than, for example, those four notes of the bass [on] “Mors Stupebit” but [they are] so 

difficult to perform well!”

The passage begins, ppp, with a one-bar disjunct figure heard low in strings; this obsessive 

ostinato persists throughout this section, punctuated by a beat on the bass drum (the skin now 

slackened to suggest further ‘depth’ of timbre.

The ‘jagged’ motif is followed by a one-bar rest in all parts – a device which is incorporated 

as a distinctive musical feature in this Bass solo. Bars 142-3 = 140-1, though this time the 

bass solo enters, unaccompanied, in the ‘rest’ bar. His serious, incredibly tense and dramatic    
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declamation rises initially using notes of the chord of A minor, though Verdi likes to surprise, 

and does so with effect on the top E♭:

The final 10 bars, still includes grace notes, rests, repetition of a very low A, and a slowly and 

falteringly descending vocal line travelling from D down to the dominant note of A, sustained in 

bar 159, with a pppp chord of A major in strings. As a fitting conclusion, bar 1612-4 rests silently, 

in anticipation of the next section.

 ● How does Verdi achieve effective contrast in the music at bar 140?
 ● Outline the structure of the ‘Mors Stupebit’ section, commenting on the writing for 

the soloist.
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LIBER SCRIPTUS

Liber scriptus proferetur The written book shall be brought
in quo totum continetur in which all is contained
unde mundus judicetur whereby the world shall be judged
Judex ergo cum sedebit When the Judge takes his seat
quidquid latet apparebit all that is hidden shall appear
nil inultum remanebit nothing will remain unavenged 

Dies Irae dies illa This day this day of wrath
solvet saeclum in favilla shall consume the world in ashes
teste David cum Sibylla as foretold by David and the Sibyl

Bars 162 – 177

This is written for Mezzo-Soprano solo. It is labelled ‘Allegro molto sostenuto’, is in common 

time and scored for the full accompanying orchestra (though no piccolo or bass drum). The key 

is D minor. The structure is a typical instance of a Verdi melody in his late style i.e., two identical 

phrases, followed by a third which is as long as the first two combined – this avoids the feeling 

of regularity as such.

The soloist enters (still persistently clinging to the dominant of A), with a strident statement:
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Bars 166 – 169 = 162 – 165 (except with the different line of text).

Bar 170: Finally, the dominant chord moves back to chord i for the beginning of the next 

phrase in D minor. The next melodic passage stretches across 8 bars before concluding,                   

encompassing a forte lift to the highest note F, some dotted rhythms and triplets, mainly        

conjunct movement though including an upward leap of a major 6th (start of bar 173), balanced 

by the fall of a minor 7th (start of bar 174), and the inclusion of a turn (bar 1763), before pausing 

on the dominant note, A, prior to its resolution to the tonic in bar 177. The F#s are decorative in 

this phrase (bar 1733) before reaching the cadential progression of ii7 – I6/4 –V7-I in D minor. 

The chorus complete the stanza with a murmured ‘dies irae’, pppp on a unison tonic note.

The text here has only been three lines long, but Verdi has expanded the material to 16 bars 

(i.e., 4+4+8), with the repeat of the opening 4 bar phrase, and a final cadential phrase of 8 bars 

(missing out on any contrasting mid-phrase as such).

Bars 178 – 205

Now follows a five bar orchestral link between stanzas. It begins with a quiet sigh of thirds within 

the D major harmony, played by trumpets and trombones. This is repeated a bar later with a 

semiquaver anacrusis and a louder dynamic of forte (though it fades). In bar 182 the fuller chord 

is extended upwards and broadened within the entire brass section of the orchestra; note the 

perfect cadence, V7-I in bar1824-183 (though the tonic pedal is retained below the dominant 

harmony here). As the tonic of D major is reached in 185, the soloist enters on a top F# to begin 

the 2nd part of this stanza, and the rate of harmonic change in the string accompaniment in-

creases to comply with the 4 bar melodic phrase:
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[Note: In the orchestral parts of the Dover edition, there is a misprint in bar 182, where the trombones have an F natural instead of 

an F sharp].

Note the consequent entries of brass then woodwind at the end of this phrase; the full orchestra 

supports as the soloists begins to repeat the line in bar 187. In bar 189, there are changes both 

melodically to accommodate the text, but also harmonically (the music is largely based here on 

tonic and dominant harmony –though note the chromatic flavours as the line ascends in the 2nd vi-

olins). The phrase ends with a perfect cadence in D major, again with the chorus murmur of ‘dies 

irae’, as at bar 177, but even quieter at a ppp dynamic, sotto voce. Hushed tones, indeed.

Bar 192: Now begins a new ‘dolce’ melodic idea on the words ‘nil inultum’ harmonised with the 

chords IV-I and on the repeat of the phrase, iv – I. However, the end of the phrase is altered and 

is extended by three additional bars with a simple sequential idea in steady crotchet beats:

This moves straight into the final phrase which is a repeat of the eight-bar descending phrase that 

finished the first part of this section i.e., bars 199 -206 = 170 – 177. (Verdi uses a recurring phrase 

to link large passages in other places also: within the Dies Irae, cf. ‘Quid sum miser’ and ‘Record-

are’).
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Bars 206 – 213

The first three lines of text (i.e., the first stanza) are now repeated, though set differently in terms 

of the music. In this 8-bar passage, note the following musical features:

• it is constructed above the tonic pedal of D, complete with decorative grace note (a direct re-

minder of ‘quantus tremor’ and ‘mors stupebit’), 

• the low bubbling chromatic motif, descending and ascending in cello

• the declamatory style of vocal writing, beginning on a B♭ and including the dotted rhythm motif 

which concludes with the dominant note falling to the tonic (is this a transformation of the 

opening idea of the ‘liber scriptus’?)

• the immediate repeat of bars 206 -7 (in bars 208-9) though the soprano sings a 3rd higher on 

a D, before the falling 5th to conclude the phrase as previously

• the chromatic sliding idea in flute, bassoon, violin 1 and viola

• syncopated rhythm in the 2nd violins, tremolo in 1st violins and violas

• continued expansion as the soloist begins the final phrase a 3rd higher on an F, before hitting 

the ff climax on top A flat –actually her highest note in the entire Requiem – beneath which 

brass and woodwind sustain the diminished 7th harmonies; the chord of D minor and the tonic 

pedal has been neatly incorporate here, as the added B♮ provides the necessary harmonic 

change. This is supported by tremolo in violins and the chromatic motif which is now played 

by violas and lower strings.  Once again, the chorus again murmurs ‘dies irae’, as before on 

the tonic of D; however, this feels inconclusive as diminished harmonies are still ringing in our 

ears.

Bars 214 – 228

The next 5 – bar phrase begins in D major, with a ppp sustained D played by flute, trumpet and 

trombone solo, so an effective and meaningful textural reduction here. The mezzo-soprano soloist 

enters with her declamatory dotted rhythmic intonation on the third beat of the bar. This initially 

functions as tonic pedal notes accompanied by the string section – homorhythmically, but with 

some interesting harmonic moments.
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Bar 219: As the vocal line starts to die away (now based around the subdominant note), the 

detached chordal pattern which accompanies (now in strings only) is based on ii7, and this is 

repeated in bar 220. In bar 221, the rhythmic style continues in accompaniment but the shift to E 

flat 6/5 at the start of the bar triggers a modulating circle of 5ths:

Bar 221 222 223 224
E♭7 ➙ A♭ ➙ D♭7 ➙ G♭➙ B7➙E ➙A7 ➙ B♭

G♭ - enharmonically 

functions as F#➙
Interrupted cadence

Note the dynamic instructions at the end of the phrase – morendo and perdendosi (dying away), 

followed by a one-bar rest, particularly meaningful in this context. The listener has been lulled 

by the repetition, not prepared for what is to come next. The ff outburst which follows is on the 

chord of the subdominant minor 7th (Gm7), with the soloist entry on a top F, before descending 

purposefully through the notes of the secondary seventh chord to reach a C# at the start of bar 

228, now dominant 7th harmony in the strings in readiness for the perfect cadence resolution 

back onto the tonic chord of D minor. Her closing melodic idea is reminiscent of the earlier ca-

dential figure heard at 176 and 205, though it is not exactly the same and pitched on the 3rd, not 

the 5th of chord V. Delivery of the text in this section has been highly dramatic (more in the style 

of a character than narrator), as the delivery of the plainchant idea appears faltering, stuttering 

with emotion at the notion that ‘nothing will remain unavenged.’

Bars 229 – 238

This is a 10 bar passage (2+2+2+4). Beneath the pp murmurings of the choral chant repeated 

again on the unison D for the words ‘dies irae’, is heard a rumbling repeated chromatic pattern 

in sextuplet semiquavers, beneath which an ominous pp rising crotchet pattern is heard in the 

texture, played by lower strings.

Bars 231-232 are based on 229-230, though the lower strings adjust the harmony back to that of 

the subdominant minor. The ascending low string figure is also adjusted to D-E♭ -G-A, taking us 

back to tonic harmony, in 2nd inversion. Bars 233-234 continue with the same patterning, though 
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the final beat of bar 234 this time includes an A in the bass, which re-affirms the conclusion in 

the tonic. The repetitive motif now proceeds as a single monophonic line in first violins. Howev-

er, in bar 236 the tempo changes to ‘allegro come prima’, and the 2nd violins join with the altered 

pattern now on G, the subdominant major. Lower strings join with the unison scalic movement 

in bar 237 (cresc), and the full orchestra, complete with building timp roll, join with the ff as-

cending G major scale leading to the next passage.

Bars 239 – 269

Bars 239 – 253 = 46 -60 (with some slight re-arrangement of the music in the woodwind and 

brass). The concluding section has been extended; after bar 62, there were 11 bars to complete 

the earlier passage – now there are 16, though the material is similar in content.

Bar 254: The final passage of the Liber Scriptus continues with the same musical styling and 

format though there are harmonic changes. The dissonant chord at the start of bar 254 signals 

the change: notice the false relationship of C# and C♮ initially; the C♮ is an appoggiatura and re-

solves to the B flat (violin 1and Alto). The diminished harmony supports the choral chant, which 

now descends chromatically to C#, still echoing the 3-step ‘dies irae’ motif.
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The music is organized into 2+2+3+8 sub-phrases:

254-5 (2 bars) 256-7 (2 bars) 258-60 (3 bars)
C#o                                ➙  
(SUS 9-8)                   

[The A in the oboes in bar 255 may be just a pass-

ing note. It may also be the root of chord A7, with 

the B♭ as an appoggiatura. *When it’s transposed 

in bars 257-8, however, the relationship between 

the (ob/vln) melody and harmony changes, so the G 

in bar 257 can only be a passing note] 

C♮o                                ➙  
                           F# dim7th

Gm i6/3 (258) 

[F#=retardation/suspension]  

➙  V 6/5 of iv (259)

➙ iv (260)

261-268 (8 bars)
The final, unison choral statement resort to an inverted version of the ‘dies irae’ motif, above 

the harmony, arriving on a D which is sustained for 4½ bars in conclusion of this passage. 

Full orchestra accompany until bar 262; woodwind then drop out of the texture, eventually just 

leaving the string section at 263, with the 2nd inversion G minor chord giving way to a D74-3 

suspension still above the pedal note of D. (i.e. i6/4➙V74-3).

Instead of the immediate expected resolution back to the tonic, the music is interrupted by a 

prolonged one-bar rest.

 ● Describe the writing for soloist and choir, bar 162-191. Consider the word-setting, 
the overall texture, and the vocal requirements.

 ● Comment on Verdi’s use of harmony, bars 214 – 246
 ● Write a concise analysis of bars 229-268, comparing the content with material 

heard previously in the movement.

 

QUID SUM MISER
The words:
Quid sum miser tunc dicturus What shall I a wretch say then
Quem patronum rogaturus To which protector shall I appeal
cum vix Justus sit secures when even the just man is barely safe
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Bars 270 – 284

This is a trio for three soloists: soprano, mezzo-soprano, and tenor. It is in the key of G minor, 

labelled ‘Adagio’ and in compound time – 6/8 (♪=100). The accompaniment in this section is 

scored for flutes, oboes, clarinets, 1st bassoon, horn 3 and strings. 

Apart from the expected – and awaited – resolution to G minor, and the continuation of the   

mezzo-soprano solo, there is little else in common here, so this is a contrasting section – the 

plea for salvation.  A short introductory motif by clarinets in gentle descending thirds brings an 

idea played by the solo bassoon that persists for much of the piece:

The harmony is based around tonic minor and submediant major harmony (Gm and E♭ major), 

concluding the first phrase with a i6/4 –V7 –I progression in G minor. Then, the material repeats, 

with the clarinets and bassoon starting as before, with the mezzo singing the second line of the 

stanza to the same opening melody. However, there are different harmonies which accompany; 

bar 278 is based on chords v – i, and the first chord in bar 279 sees a iv7 prior to the dominant 

major. Change is also afoot vocally in the second beat of bar 279 (above the D7 harmony) –and 

the next bar moves to V4/2 of iv (→ iv in bar 281).]   The soloist leaps up the octave in delivery 

of the final line of text:
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The added F# gives a certain poignancy in the ‘augmented’ chord, bar 2832. However, this 

chord may well just be a dominant 7th with a 6-5 suspension i.e., B♭-A.

 A descending chromatic scale on G is played by the cello linking to the second vocal entry.

Bars 285 – 304

As the bass motif resumes in the solo bassoon, the tenor begins in the same way as the initial 

mezzo solo, though note the slight variation in harmony: bar 286 is V6 – E♮o (which is the higher 

discord built on the minor subdominant); bar 2871 is i6/4. [The diminished 7th chord is based on 

C# and is a V dim7th of V, to which it resolves (via the i6/4) in the second half of bar 287.] Here 

also, the vocal line is slightly amended above the D7 harmony bar 2872.

Bar 288: The soprano and mezzo enter 2 bars early; above the submediant major chord, the  

soprano enters with the opening motif as all parts join in harmony (homophonic texture) remain-

ing in G minor, and using following harmonic progression from bar 289:
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Bars: 289 290 291 291 – 295 = 280 - 284
I6 – IV

 

I6/4 – 

(iii6)/I6/4

V4/2 of iv– 

(another 

secondary 

dominant) 

back in G 

minor

Harmonic details are the same, 

though the music has been 

re-arrange for the vocal trio, 

with the lower two voices deliv-

ering the descending 3rds along 

with the clarinets.B flat major

Bar 2952: With the mezzo-soprano taking the lead with the anacrusis, the three voices join for 

the beginning of the third paragraph which presents new material and is unaccompanied for 

four bars. 

However, the bassoon re-enters with its semiquaver figuration in bar 300, which leads to the 

last appearance of the 3rd line refrain with the cadential figure back in G minor, with flutes and 

violins supporting the descending clarinets motif in 3rds. 

Bars 304 – 321

In bar 304, above a pedal note G in solo horn, the hesitant appoggiaturas revert back to the 

‘stammering’ idea, heard in voices flutes and clarinets –pp –still above bassoon semiquavers; 

bar 306 brings another beautifully lyrical phrase momentarily in the tonic major. Bar 308 -309 

= 304-305, before the music reaches upwards, questioningly, prior to eventually resolving the 

phrase in G major. [The C (soprano) and E (tenor) may also be interpreted more as “échap-

pées” than chord notes (same with the soprano B in the following bar), so the I6/4 chord effec-

tively lasts for the whole of the first half of bar 312. But, of course, the I6/4 isn’t even a “real” 

chord – merely a decoration of an underlying dominant chord! The bass stays on D throughout 

that bar.] The staccato pedal note of G heard in violas and lower strings lead to:
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Bar 314:  The G chord functions as a dominant chord now, made stronger by the flattened 9th 

(appoggiatura) ‘sighs’, as it prepares for the C minor tonality of the next section. This is sung by 

the mezzo soloist, with accented crotchet interjections by soprano and tenor, now heard as part 

of the dissonant harmony which has moved from G major to assume the role of dominant 9th of 

C minor; this is extended throughout the following unaccompanied phrases by the vocal solo-

ists, which repeat, one by one, the three questions on rising levels of pitch. The soprano’s final 

phrase and question again outlines the V7 of C minor, in which key the next section begins. 

 ● How does Verdi set the text for the three soloists in this section? Describe the 
textures and the writing for voices.

 ● Comment on Verdi’s use of the orchestra in this section, explaining features of 
interest.

REX TREMENDAE

The words:

Rex tremendae majestatis King of awful majesty
qui salvandos salvas gratis who freely saves those worthy of salvation
salva me fons pietatis save me fount of pity

This is scored for four vocal soloists (soprano, mezzo-sop., tenor and bass), full chorus and 

orchestra. The key is C minor ➙ C major, it is labelled ‘Adagio maestoso’ and is in common time 

(♩ =72).

Rosen states: “The ‘Rex tremendae majestatis’ section is unique in the central portion of the 

Dies Irae – the part of the text spoken by the terrified sinner, not the narrator – for its use of cho-

rus in addition to the soloists. The text consists of a single line apostrophising the King, followed 

by a plea for mercy in the third lines.
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Following the pattern set by Mozart and Cherubini, the opening lines are set in a violent and 

brutal manner, while the third line is more gentle, to reflect the pleading nature of the line; how-

ever, in this section Verdi chooses to display the change from the narrator (i.e. the chorus) to 

the ‘sinner’ (i.e. the individual soloists).

Bars 322 – 335 (14 bars)

With the instruction of ‘attacca subito’, tutti bass enter ff  with a disjunct descending phrase in 

the key of C minor:

This entry is by accompanied bassoons, trombones/Ophicleide, and lower strings against 

upper tremolo strings and an ff timp roll. As the bass line lands on the low ppp A♭, the tenors 

repeat the words in a subdued manner,  in close harmony, supported this time by horns, and 

continued tremolo in upper strings over a sustained A♭ pedal in lower strings: this motif uses 

the same dotted rhythms (though concludes with two crotchet beats).

Bars 326 – 329 = 322 - 325.

Bar 330: Above the chord of the mediant major in 2nd inversion (E♭6/4), and labelled ‘dolce’ – in 

complete contrast – the bass, mezzo-sop, then tenor soloists make their plea for mercy. Let’s 

consider the initial bass line here:
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Note the transformation of the opening choral idea in bass: major, not minor; dotted rhythms 

taken away; range reduced to 6th because of 8ve displacement of the first and last notes of the 

first bar. Budden says of this opening interval “...a contrasting idea...featuring the rising 6th....

whose association with the concept of love would seem to be Mozart’s legacy to the Romantic 

age.”

These solo lines are each two bars as the ‘salve me’ text is delivered by these soloists, 

each following the same harmonic progressions, each transposed a minor 3rd higher in the           

modulating sequence:

Bars 330 331 332 333 334 335
E♭ 6/4 ➙ B♭7 G♭ 6/4 ➙ D♭7

(D♭- heard as C# 

in the next chord)

A 6/4 ➙ E7

[None of the dominant 7ths (on B♭, D♭ and E) actually resolve onto the expected tonic chords. 

The last progression (from E7-C major) is different from the pattern of the first two – and is even 

more surprising – a suitable match for the sudden ff outburst.]

Note: Low chromatic movement in bssn., viola and cello, and the soprano short dotted motif on 

‘salva me’, on the root note of each resolution. The initial pitches of each of these entries are 

interesting too: C (basses 326) - E♭ (bass solo) - G♭ (mezzo solo) – A (tenor solo). This outlines 

a diminished chord which will also be noted later.

Bars 336 – 346 (11 bars)

The next passage is organized into 6 (2+2+2) + 5 (3+2) bars. Tutti bass chorus re-state the 

opening ‘Rex tremendae’, firstly in C major (a major 3rd down from the previous chord) which 

is now to function as the dominant of F minor. The two opening motives (i.e. ‘rex tremendae’ 

and ‘salve me’) are now presented in close alternation, though with only the bass delivering 

the intense ‘rex tremendae, and all other chorus parts and soloists heard in antiphonal textural 
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arrangement with the ‘salve me’. Note the transformation of the ‘salva me’ motif (soprano solo, 

bar 336 and 339) and the transformation of the ‘rex tremendae’ motif as heard here in the bass 

chorus (336). In bar 338 we note tonic minor harmony, resolving again to F minor (the favourite 

subdominant minor shift). The third sub-phrase of two bars (340) establishes the mediant major 

of E flat, before introducing diminished harmony in bar 341 (in fact, the same diminished chord 

as was outlined earlier i.e., C-E♭-G♭ -A, with the A in the bass).

Bar 342: As the bass of the chorus retain the dotted rhythms and ff dynamic while singing ‘salva 

me’, all other vocal parts punctuate the texture with accented crotchets on the first 2 beats of the 

bar as the plea becomes increasingly persistent; the chord here is now an  E♭ minor chord, with 

a change of chord in bar 343 – to C♭ major. The final 2 bars of this passage are sung unaccom-

panied by the soprano soloist, in descending scalic movement from G♭ to the D♭ a perfect 4th 

below.

Bars 347 – 355 (9 bars)

There is a change of key signature, mood and dynamic here. The key is now F# major, (though 

there has not been a dominant preparation for this) and the music is labelled ppp. This 9-bar 

passage is based on further transformations of the ‘salve me’ motif, heard in the solo quar-

tet, with hushed interjections of the dotted rhythm idea from the ‘dies irae’ chant, now heard in 

unison in the chorus to the words ‘salve me’(even instructed as a pppp dynamic in bar 250). 

The texture of the solo lines is also varied, as the mezzo and soprano are involved in a more 

antiphonal and imitative presentation of the transformed motif, joined in bar 352 by the tenor in 

yet another transformed version, a scalic ascending idea which is rounded off with the recurring 

dotted rhythm of this movement:
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The passage is accompanied by full orchestra, with the upper woodwind joining the solo lines, 

with quiet sustained notes in bassoon and horns, and gentle repeated quavers in violins and 

violas, supported by lower strings. The harmony shifts throughout the course of the passage: a 

sequential move brings the chord of E7 (in 2nd inversion) in bar 350 which then acts as a dom-

inant for the brief tonicisation of A minor in the following bar. In bar 352, the C 4/3 chord (C7) 

acts as the dominant for the brief move to F minor in bar 353, eventually making its way back 

to C minor with the harmonic progression of i6/4 – ii7(♭5) – i6/4 – V in bar 355, as the four solo-

ists join at the cadential point.

Bars 356 – 369 (14 bars)

The ff entry of the choral basses again asserts the ‘Rex tremendae’ motif in C minor, with the 

bass soloists echoing the dotted rhythm in the following bar. This is a homophonic texture 

where the material is treated antiphonally, with the soloists pitched against the chorus. Aside 

from the bass motifs, S.A.T. soloists and chorus repeat ‘salva me’, set to a new figure, but still 

making a feature of the dotted rhythms. 

Structurally, this passage is initially organized into 2-bar phrases:

• Bars 358 – 9 repeats 356 – 7

• 360 – 1 repeats the material in a similar manner, but is up a semitone in the bass which 

supports the diminished harmony i.e. G, B♭, D♭ and E. Note the change in the bass line of 

the chorus, which is altered so as to arrive on a B♭, which is a 4th higher than the end of the 

previous phrase of this type.

• 362 – 3 the choral bass now begins a tone higher than the previous phrase began, this time 

supporting the diminished chord of A, C, E♭ and F#.

As the soprano soloist climbs up to top C with all vocal parts in support, the supporting har-

monic progression prepares for the shift to F minor.
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By 3663, the harmony reverts to the diminished chord of C, E♭,F# and A before the music ar-

rives emphatically at the V7-I perfect cadence in C major.

Bars 370 – 382 (13 bars)

Following a minim’s rest, the bass soloist sings ‘salva me’, dolce and unaccompanied – a 

poignant moment. This has utilized the intervals of the first 3 notes of the ‘salva me’ theme, 

now presenting them in augmentation (straight minims, and minus the dotted rhythm.) This 

is followed by the bass of the chorus, then tenor and accelerated entries (in crotchets) from 

the sopranos and altos. The choral entries are accompanied by pp strings, mirroring the vocal 

entries.

The final four bars of this section are performed by soloists, choir and full orchestra in a strong 

homophonic texture. The key is C major to conclude, though note the chromatic movement in 

female voices, strings and woodwind which adds further colour to the harmonic content mid-

phrase. The phrase ends by re-affirming the perfect cadence in C major.

 

Following this, a brief 3-note motif centred around C (i.e. B-C-C) is heard in unison strings 

which echoes the tonic of C, and also clearly anticipates the accompaniment of the next      

section.

Following this, a brief 3-note motif centred around C (i.e. B-C-C) is heard in unison strings 

which echoes the tonic of C, and also clearly anticipates the accompaniment of the next      

section.

 ● This section presents two contrasting moods – one strong and forceful, the other 
quieter and more reflective. How does Verdi use the musical elements to achieve 
this effect? Explain with reference to the music.

 ● Comment on Verdi’s use of harmony and tonality in the ‘Rex Tremendae’, including 
explanation of any typical stylistic features.
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RECORDARE

The words:

Recordare Jesu pie Remember gentle Jesus
quod sum causa tuae viae that I am the reason for your time on earth
ne me perdas ille die do not cast me out on that day
Quaerens me sedisti lassus Seeking me you have sat down wearily
redemisti crucem passus you have redeemed me by enduring the cross
tantus labor non sit cassus such trevail must not be in vain
Juste judex ultionis Righteous judge of vengeance
donum fac remissionis grant your gift of absolution
ante diem rationis before the day of reckoning

This is a duet for female soloists (i.e., the mezzo-soprano and soprano). It is in the key of F ma-

jor, and initially labelled ‘Adagio maestoso’ (♩ = 72), and in C (4/4 – common time). The accom-

panying orchestra is for woodwinds (though no piccolo), horns and strings. The opening of the 

section is described by Rosen as ‘…one of the most serene passage in the movement, as is the 

corresponding section in Mozart’s Dies Irae’.

Bars 383 – 394

The opening is delivered by the mezzo, based over a recurring bass pattern which bears the   

hallmark of the motif heard in bars 379-82.

The mezzo line is a peaceful and calming 8-bar melody:
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The structure of the melody is 2+2+2+2: the antecedent phrase consists of two similar pat-

terns, the first beginning on the 3rd of the tonic chord, the 2nd beginning on the tonic note of F.  

The consequent phrase continues in similar fashion, though is placed higher and starts on the 

5th of the tonic chord, and consists of two identical sub-phrases.

The rest of the accompaniment consists of held notes in woodwind and strings, all over a 

tonic pedal of F in the double basses and with a reminder of the previous and insistent short 

dotted pattern of the ‘salve me’  rhythm (bars 331 onwards in various parts – itself a short-

ened version of the previous ‘dies irae’ monotone). This is played by the top parts of the 

upper woodwinds.

Bars 391 – 394: are sung by the soprano solo, labelled ‘cantabile’ and begins a repeat of the 

antecedent phrase of the mezzo theme.

Bars 395 – 407

Bar 395: The soprano continues with the consequent phrase, though changes as she 

moves towards the cadential point, where the line rises to a top F which is suspended be-

fore concluding. The phrase is therefore extended by two bars. Beneath this, the mezzo 

has re-entered, this time adding a lower pitched countermelody, which descends chromat-

ically throughout the duration of the extended phrase. The E♭ in bar 397 adds the minor 

7th to the tonic chord; in 398 the chordal progression is IV – iv (i.e., subdominant major ➙                         

subdominant minor) before arriving on V9 (with a poignant D flat/minor 9th in soprano in 399 

which alternatively could be read as an expressive appoggiatura if not a chord note) to effect 

the concluding perfect cadence which is set to resolve in the tonic minor (F minor).

Bar 400: The mezzo-soprano continues to lead the way with a newly shaped phrase which 

has clearly grown from the opening motif. As her line concludes on the dominant note of C, 

the soprano begins in imitation, a perfect 5th higher on E♭. This is heard above chord ♭III (the 

flattened mediant major chord of A flat). Once again, the soprano line is altered to continue 

the ascending scalic idea upwards this time to a suspended G; beneath this (bar 404), and 

still above the C in the bass (which moves up to E in bar 404), the mezzo climbs the full C 
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major scale to join with the soprano for a more animated end to their phrase, which concludes with 

the harmonic progression of ii4-3-V7-I in F major.

This phrase has been accompanied by pp off-beat chords in violins and violas above the cellos 

and bass supporting the harmony on the first and third beats of the bar. The oboe sustains the 

note C joined by the flute on A♭ (402), with the remaining woodwind in bar 404 replicating the vocal 

lines and harmonic ideas in the texture.

Bars 408 – 421

Note the brief reminder of the motif which preceded this section.  Now, it revolves around the 

tonic note of F, and leads us to expect a return of the main melodic idea and the opening bass            

accompaniment motif. In fact, it introduces the middle section of the ‘Recordare’. The harmony 

soon moves to iv – the subdominant minor chord - in bar 410, as the mezzo imitates the soprano 

line at two beats distance, before leading to a pause on the notes F and D♭ for soprano and mezzo 

respectively. The phrase ends with descending 3rds above a perfect cadence now in F minor (bar 

413). 

Bar 4134: now begins a repetition of the previous phrase, beginning, as before, with the soprano 

anacrusis, though in bar 415 the voices soar to a higher climax, this time pausing on an A♭ /F for 

soprano/mezzo. The F minor harmony is retained (in second inversion) as the voices conclude on 

‘redemisti’ where the accompaniment resorts to the opening bass ostinato.

The final 6 bars of this passage (2+4) begins pp,  though progresses to a D♭ major chord in bar 

418, which is the submediant chord. As the music continues to chord V7 in bar 419, note the chro-

matic movement in the mezzo line and in the accompanying clarinets and bassoons. The final two 

bars of the phrase descend in contrary motion against the continued rising motif in bass, heading 

towards higher dominant discordant harmony , this time with the D♮ in the soprano (bar 421) which 

makes it sound more hopeful than the previous D flat, resolving to V7 on the last beat of the bar. 

This leads directly to:
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Bars 422 – 429

This is a re-affirmation of F major and the return of the opening melody, sung in unison by both 

soloists, and accompanied by tremolo strings, a pedal F in the bass and another short interjection 

(and reminder) of the dotted ‘salve me’ rhythm.

Bars 424 – 428 is based on 395-399, though it ends differently; again pp with the two female voic-

es moving in contrary motion to their cadence: V7 – I, with the accidentals in the second half of bar 

428 just ‘decoration’. 

Bars 430 – 446 

This begins with a simple, effective 2 bar phrase on chord vi of F, which is repeated.

Bar 434: Now we reach the climax of the movement: note the wide range in pitch between the 

voices in this operatic ‘cadenza’-like phrase, as the voices move homorhythmically,  but inde-

pendently in pitch and in contrary motion – unaccompanied, clearly articulated and a complete 

contrast to the previous 4 bars.

As the soloists reconvene with the orchestra on F major 6/4 – C chordal support in bar 437, there 

is another harmonic twist. As the final phrase ‘ante diem rationis’ leaves the soloists gently ques-

tioning their fate, the soprano climbs up to top Bb (the supporting harmony here being that of the 

dominant minor 9th) . The voices gently deliver their final comment, beginning unaccompanied for 

2½ bars with the short chromatic patterns, now in a more controlled and limited fashion, before the 

strings re-join with a reminder of the opening bass motif, with the horns sustaining a tonic note for 

the last two bars. The music ends with a perfect cadence, V7 – I in F major. 

 ● This Requiem has often been described as ‘operatic’ in style. From your study of 
these sections of the work, what musical features support this observation?


